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Is there such a thing as intra-individual consistency in expressive movement?

Is personality composed of unrelated habits or is it integrated?

Can handwriting be taken as a deserving subject for psychological research? How can it profitably be studied?

How can other expressive movements be measured, rated, analysed?

Read this clear and reasonable account of original investigations in a rewarding field.

Its whole approach is novel, its implications arresting.

This volume presents a pioneer study of the patterns of gesture, or, more technically expressed, a study of the intra-individual consistency in expressive movement. Can all the distinctive body movements of an individual be correlated? Can the same story be read in the way he walks; estimates weights, sizes, distances; draws; and writes? A number of unusual experiments conducted by the authors throw light on this problem. With their highly significant conclusions they are reported in the first part of this book.

The second part of the volume investigates the specific problem of handwriting and personality, approaching a familiar idea in a new way. It makes two valuable contributions. In the first place it gives a critical summary, which is much needed, of the status of experimental graphology today. In the second place it presents several original experiments in which the services of a score of professional graphologists were secured, which by rigidly controlled methods study the agreement between psychological and graphological diagnoses or analyses of personality. A final chapter draws the two parts of the book together.

To be published in January
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